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Somerset Rivers Authority Board Paper  

2022-23 SRA Enhanced Programme 

 

 

 

 

Purpose of the item 

To update the Somerset Rivers Authority (SRA) Board with the latest information on 

proposals submitted for funding as part of the 2022-23 SRA Enhanced Programme of 

works.   

Background and context   

2022-23 will be the eighth year that the SRA will fund an ‘Enhanced Programme’ of projects 

and works to provide an extra level of flood protection and resilience for Somerset 

residents. This extra level of protection is funded by a shadow precept raised by the County 

and District Councils. The Parrett and Axe Brue Internal Drainage Boards (IDBs) also 

contribute £10,000 each per annum. The final precept figure will be confirmed in February 

2022, but it is estimated that the shadow precept and IDB contribution for the financial year 

2022-23 will be approximately £2,900k.  

Grant proposals are submitted to the SRA then assessed against Flood Action Plan 

objectives using scoring criteria. Proposals are initially assessed by the SRA team. 

Following the SRA team assessment, SRA Technical Group is consulted, and proposals 

and scores are reviewed to arrive at an agreed score for each proposal. In addition to the 

score achieved by individual projects, wider factors such as geographic and workstream 

balance are considered before a draft proposal for an Enhanced Programme is presented 

to the SRA Board for review at its December meeting.  

Latest status 

The deadline for submitting proposals for securing 2022-23 SRA funding was 31 August.   

18 proposals were submitted. The total value of proposals submitted is £4.97m. A summary 

of proposals by workstream and value is provided below.  

 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Somerset Rivers Authority (SRA) Board is asked to:   

• Note the latest position in relation to proposals for the 2022-23 SRA 

Enhanced Programme of works. 
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Workstream Value of 
proposals 
(£000s) 

Number of 
proposals 

W1 – Dredging and River Management  £3,665 6 

W2 – Land Management including Natural 
Flood Management 

£745 4 

W3 – Urban Water Management £154 4 

W4 – Resilient Infrastructure £270 3 

W5 – Building Local Resilience £135 1 

Total £4,969 18 

 

Proposals received are in the process of being reviewed by the SRA team to confirm that all 

necessary information has been provided, confirm eligibility for SRA funding, and identify 

any points that require clarification. Once this review is completed, each proposal will be 

assessed and scored by the SRA team.  

 

Summary 

The value of the 18 proposals submitted exceeds the precept funding that will be available 

for the financial year 2022-23. Through a process of assessment, scoring and review 

involving SRA Technical Group and SRA Management Group the proposals will be refined 

to produce a draft Enhanced Programme for presentation to the SRA Board at its 

December meeting. Details of each proposal will be provided to the Board at this meeting. 

A final Enhanced Programme will be approved in March 2022 after the 2022-23 SRA 

precept value is confirmed by the councils. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Somerset Rivers Authority (SRA) Board is asked to:   

• Note the latest position in relation to proposals for the 2022-23 Enhanced 

Programme of works. 

 

Date: 2 September 2021 

 

Author: David Mitchell, SRA Senior Manager 


